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1 Introduction 

Empa is currently applying two different Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Models (LPDMs), FLEXPART for 

simulations on larger scales using ECMWF meteorology at a resolution of up to 0.25°, and the COSMO-

LPDM for regional-scale simulations using COSMO meteorology at a resolution of up to 0.02°. 

The COSMO-LPDM code is not well documented and changes are therefore difficult to apply. This strongly 

limits the possibilities to extend and modify the code which is prerequisite for any research tool. Moreover, 

the model output format is different from that of FLEXPART and therefore a somewhat different post-

processing chain is needed. For these reasons it was desirable to have a single dispersion model (FLEX-

PART) but driven with different meteorology. 

FLEXPART has already been coupled successfully to MM5 and GFS and it was the aim of this project to 

achieve the same for COSMO. This document describes the different steps taken to couple FLEXPART ver-

sion 8.0 to the output of the COSMO model, in our case COSMO-7 and COSMO-2 of MeteoSwiss, including 

the necessary changes to the existing code. 

2 Coupling FLEXPART to COSMO 

A general overview of the FLEXPART model was presented in Stohl et al. (2005). The reference version of 

FLEXPART runs with ECMWF model fields. Replacing ECMWF meteorology by COSMO was complicated 

by a number of factors: 

● ECMWF output is on a regular latitude-longitude grid, COSMO on a rotated latitude-longitude grid. 

● ECMWF uses a terrain following hybrid-pressure coordinate system, COSMO a terrain-following 

hybrid-Z system. 

● FLEXPART internally uses a terrain-following Cartesian coordinate system with a fixed vertical lay-

ering irrespective of the topography below. All fields are first interpolated from hybrid-pressures to 

this coordinate system. In the COSMO-FLEXPART version, however, all fields are preserved on 

the original hybrid-Z grid thus avoiding any interpolation to a new grid. 

● FLEXPART first converts the ECMWF omega field (Pa/s) to vertical wind (m/s) (covariant velocity) 

which is then corrected for horizontal transport in a sloping terrain to derive the vertical wind rela-

tive to the topography (contravariant velocity). COSMO winds are provided in m/s and a similar 

conversion to the contravariant velocity is necessary. 

● COSMO uses different GRIB code tables and outputs different variables than ECMWF. A mapping 

of the currently used ECMWF fields to corresponding COSMO fields is therefore necessary. 
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● FLEXPART requires a landuse map. A corresponding map has to be generated for the COSMO-

domain. Alternatively, COSMO land cover data may be used directly in FLEXPART. 

● COSMO winds are defined on grid cell boundaries (Arakawa-C/Lorenz grid) whereas ECMWF 

winds are obtained for cell centres. In COSMO, U and V are provided in the rotated system while 

10 m winds are given in geographical (non-rotated) coordinates. 

FLEXPART uses the Hanna turbulence scheme to estimate the turbulence parameters for the Langevin 

equation describing the transport of the particles. This scheme is also used in COSMO-FLEXPART. Alterna-

tively, however, a parameterization based on the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) could be used in the future. 

The following chapters document the numerous modifications applied to FLEXPART v8.0. 

2.1 Adaptation of FLEXPART to COSMO model grid 

FLEXPART normally uses a grid for internal processing that differs from the original grid of the meteorologi-

cal input data. The internal grid is terrain following with fixed distances from the surface with the conse-

quence that topographic variations extend up to the highest (stratospheric) levels. A major improvement of 

COSMO-FLEXPART is the direct implementation of the hybrid-Z system of COSMO. 

The COSMO-model grid is setup with Arakawa-C/Lorenz staggering (see Figure 1). Skalar fields (T, p, Q 

etc.) are defined on full levels (i,j,k) whereas winds are defined on grid faces: w on upper and lower faces 

(i,j,k±1/2), u on eastern faces (i+1/2,j,k), and v on northern faces (i,j+1/2,k). 

The grid coordinates are related to the grid cell indices (i,j,k) as follows: 

 

x-coordinate: λi = λ0 + (i-1) ∆λ  , i = 1, .. , Nλ 

y-coordinate: φj = φ0 + (j-1) ∆φ , j = 1, .. , Nφ 

z-coordinate: ζk = k   , k = 1, .. , Nζ 

 

 

Figure 1: A grid box volume dV = dζ dλ dφ showing the Arakawa-C/Lorentz staggering of the dependent 

model variables (adapted from Fig. 4.1 of COSMO model documentation Part 1, dynamics and numerics). 
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The model top is defined by the half level ζ = ½ above the uppermost model layer (ζ = 1). The lower model 

boundary is the half level ζ = Nζ + ½. Grid spacing in z-direction is 1 (∆ζ = 1) whereas in x- and y-directions it 

is a fixed spacing in longitude (∆λ) and latitude (∆φ) (in radian) of the rotated system. In COSMO-

FLEXPART the vertical levels are reversed during reading of the data (thus ζ = ½ is at surface). 

Note that within COSMO-FLEXPART the variables λ and φ (in radian) are replaced by x and y (in degrees). 

Implementing this grid in FLEXPART implied numerous changes including the following: 

1. Instead of using different variables to describe the internal and external vertical grids as in the origi-

nal FLEXPART, the single vertical grid is now described by the variables nzfull (number of full lev-

els), nzhalf (number of half levels = nzfull + 1) and ZZ (3-d variable for the half level altitudes). 

2. The pressure field p (pplev) must be read in as additional 3-d variable since it is no longer defined by 

the hybrid-coefficients and the surface pressure field. 

3. The density field rho is computed in routine readwind_cosmo.f from p, T and q. 

4. Three new 3-d fields, the metric terms sqrtG, Jlam and Jphi are initialized in routine grid-

check_cosmo.f. In discrete form, these fields are given by 

 

sqrtG(i,j,k) = -dz/dζ =  z(i,j,k+1/2)-z(i,j,k-1/2)  the layer thicknesses 

Jlam(i,j,k+½) = [z(i+1, j,k+1/2) – z(i, j,k+1/2)]/∆λ   altitude tendency in x-direction 

Jphi(i,j,k+½) = [z(i, j+1, k+1/2) – z(i, j,k+1/2)]/∆φ  altitude tendency in y-direction 

 

The parameters Jlam and Jphi are additionally interpolated vertically to full levels such that they are 

defined at the same positions as the u and v wind components (Jlam, eastern faces; Jphi, northern 

faces).  

With these fields, vertical transport in terms of level coordinate ζ (which is identical to level index) 

can be derived from the wind components u, v and w (all given in m/s) according to (Eq. 3.112): 
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In the original FLEXPART code, such a transformation from the covariant (absolute) vertical wind to 

the contravariant (terrain-following) vertical wind similar to the above is done in verttrans-

form_cosmo.f. In COSMO-FLEXPART, however, this transformation is applied later during the 

transport of the particles in advance_cosmo.f. Thereby, the paramters Jlam and Jphi are interpolated 

in the same way to the particle position as the winds u and v. 

5. The Coriolis parameter f is now a 2D field computed in gridcheck_cosmo.f and stored as fcoriol. 

6. Trajectory positions are stored in vectors xtra1, ytra1 and ztra1.In the standard version xtra1 and 

ytra1 are fractional grid indices while ztra1 is absolute altitude above ground. In COSMO-FLEXTRA, 

however, ztra1 now specifies the position in index space (e.g. ztra1=0.5 is at the surface and ztra1=1 

at the centre of the lowest layer) and two new fields are added, zztra1 for the altitude above sea 

level and orotra1 for the altitude of the topography below the particle. This affected numerous rou-

tines in a more or less significant way. 
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2.2 Reading COSMO fields into FLEXPART 

Table 1 describes the variables required and the corresponding GRIB codes in the ECMWF and COSMO 

outputs, respectively. The ECMWF data are coded according to GRIB code table 128. The COSMO fields, 

conversely are for centre 215 (MeteoSwiss) and for a variety of DWD-GRIB tables. Standard fields (U, V, T) 

refer to table 2, others to tables 201 or 202. An overview of fields and associated GRIB tables is given in the 

file grib_keys_cosmo.txt provided in the documentation folder. The DWD grib code tables can be found at 

http://www.ncl.ucar.edu/Document/Manuals/Ref_Manual/NclFormatSupport.shtml#GRIB1-user-defined-

parameter-tables 

Important points to consider in the mapping of ECMWF to COSMO fields: 

● Vertical wind is in Pa s
-1

 in ECMWF but in geometric m s
-1

 in COSMO. 

● Large-scale precipitation in the ECWMF model corresponds to the sum of the COSMO fields 

RAIN_GSP (param 102, table 201) and SNOW_GSP (param 79, table 2) and, if available, 

GRAU_GSP (param , table xx). Convective precipitation is the sum of RAIN_CON (param 113, ta-

ble 201) and SNOW_CON (param 78, table 2) in COSMO-7 but does not exist in COSMO-2.  In 

COSMO precipitation is accumulated over 1, 2 or 3 hours. The 0-3 hours accumulation is valid for 

times 00, 03, 06, .. UTC, the 0-1 hours accumulation for times 01, 04, 07, .. and the 0-2 hours ac-

cumulation for times 02, 05, 08, .. UTC. In the ECMWF model the precipitation is accumulated from 

either 06 UTC in the morning or 18 UTC in the evening. E.g. 03 UTC is a 9 hour accumulated field 

started at 18 UTC the previous day. Units are mm in ECMWF and kg m
-2

 (which is identical to mm) 

in COSMO. Snow depth is given in mm in COSMO but in m (water equivalent) in ECMWF. 

● Surface sensible and latent heat flux and short-wave solar radiation are accumulated in ECMWF 

but averaged in COSMO. In COSMO, they are averaged over the same 0-1, 0-2 or 0-3 hour inter-

vals used for precipitation accumulation. Units are W m
-2

 s in ECMWF but W m
-2

 in COSMO. 

● Surface stresses in ECMWF are named momentum fluxes in COSMO. 

● Orography is represented as surface geopotential in ECMWF and as geometric height in COSMO. 

● As for heat fluxes, surface stress is accumulated in ECMWF but averaged in COSMO. 

● COSMO fields are uniquely defined only by a combination of GRIB code, level type, and table 

code. For ECMWF fields the GRIB code alone was sufficient. 

● Instead of calculating the mixed layer depth, it may also be read in from the GRIB files directly, if 

available. Parameter HPBL is in GRIB table 203 of  MeteoSwiss (center 215), GRIB code 156. 
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Table 1: Variable mapping for FLEXPART from ECMWF onto COSMO 

Variable dim Units 

ECMWF/COSMO 

ECMWF GRIB code 

(kpds5) 

COSMO GRIB code / 

table (name) / levtype 

temperature 3 K 130 (T) 11 / 2 (T) 

wind east-west 3 m s
-1

 131 (U) 33 / 2 (U) 

wind north-south 3 m s
-1

 132 (V) 34 / 2 (V) 

wind vertical 3 Pa s
-1

 / m s
-1

 135 (W) 40 / 2 (W,) 

specific humidity 3 kg kg
-1

 133 (Q) 51 / 2 (QV) 

surface pressure 2 Pa 134 (SP) 1 / 2 (PS) / 1 

Total cloud cover 2 none (0-1) 164 (TCC) 71 / 2 (CLCT) 

10-m wind U 2 m s
-1 

165 (10U) 33 / 2 (U) / 105 

10-m wind V 2 m s
-1 

166 (10V) 34 / 2 (V) / 105 

2-m temperature 2 K 167 (2T) 11 / 2 (T) / 105 

2-m dewpoint temperature 2 K 168 (2D) 17 / 2 (TD) / 105 

Acc. large scale precipitation 2 mm / kg m
-2

 142 (LSP) 102 / 201 (RAIN_GSP) 

+ 79 / 2 (SNOW_GSP) 

Acc. convective precipitation 2 mm / kg m
-2

 143 (CP) 113 / 201 (RAIN_CON) 

+ 78 / 2 (SNOW_CON) 

Acc. surface sensible heat flux 2 W m
-2

 s / W m
-2

 146 (SSHF) 122 / 2 (ASHFL_S) 

Acc. surface solar radiation 2 W m
-2

 s / W m
-2

 176 (SSR) 111 / 2 (ASOB_S) 

Acc. E-W surface stress 2 N m
-2

 s / N m
-2

 180 (EWSS) 124 / 2 (AUMFL_S) 

Acc. N-S surface stress 2 N m
-2

 s / N m
-2

 181 (NSSS) 125 / 2 (AVMFL_S) 

Surface geopotential (orography) 2 m
2
 s

-2
 / m 129 (Z) 8 / 2 (HSURF) 

Land-sea mask 2 0-1 172 (LSM) 81 / 2 (FR_LAND) 

Standard deviation of orography 2 m ? 160 (SDOR) 46 / 202 (SSO_STDH) 

Surface roughness 2 m 173 (SR) 83 / 2 (Z0) 

Soil temperature level 1 2 K 139 (STL1) 85 / 2 (T_SOIL) 

Snow depth 2 m of water equiv. 

/ kg m
-2

 

141 (SD) 65 / 2 (W_SNOW) 
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2.2.1 Code changes for reading COSMO GRIB files 

File includepar 

GRIB codes are different for ECMWF and COSMO. In COSMO, GRIB codes alone are not unique but need 

to be combined with GRIB code tables and level types. 

GRIB codes for all parameters are now included in includepar as 3-element integer arrays where element 1 

is the parameter code, element 2 is the table code, and element 3 is the level type code. 

An example is  

     integer u_code(3) 

     parameter (u_code = (/33,2,110/)) 

 

where the parameter code is 33, the GRIB table is 2, and the level type is 110 (hybrid full levels). 

The name of the constants file lfff00000000c used in COSMO to define the vertical grid and other constant 

parameters such as orography and landuse has been added. The program gridcheck_cosmo.f now uses this 

file to define the grid parameters instead of the first data file. Data files are checked later for consistency re-

garding the horizontal and vertical dimensions of their fields. 

Parameters switchnorth and switchsouth used to switch to a polar stereographic grid were removed because 

they are not needed in the COSMO version. 

Parameters nuvzmax and nwzmax which indicated the number of vertical levels in the eta coordinate system 

were removed, since in the COSMO version the internal and external grids are identical. For the number of 

vertical levels nzmax is now used exclusively. 

File includecom 

Several parameters have been added to the common block “globalr” to represent the COSMO grid. For de-

tails refer to the COSMO model document “A description of the nonhydrostatic regional model LM”. 

- p0lon, p0lat: geographical co-ordinates of the north pole of the rotated grid 

- ivctype: the vertical co-ordinate type (1=pressure hybrid, 2=height hybrid, 3=SLEVE) 

- p0_sl:   (=1000hPa), model base state reference sea level pressure 

-  T_sl:    (=288.15K), base state reference sea level temperature 

- beta:    (=42K), base state lapse rate dT/dlnp 

- mu_f:    (=11357m for Gal-Chen type coordinates, 3.5.3 b) level of transition to constant altitude 

Other parameters (xglobal, nglobal, sglobal) used for global grids and grids covering the poles were re-

moved. Parameters nz (internal grid) and nlev_ec, nuvz and nwz (original ECMWF grid) were all replaced by 

nzfull and nzhalf, since internal and external grids are now identical. Parameter nxfield used for limited area 

fields removed. Parameters aknew and bknew previously used for interpolated levels removed. Variable 

height describing heights of all levels of internal grid removed. 

pplev (pressures at full levels) was added as an additional field to represent the 3D pressure distribution. 

Several fixed 3D fields describing the COSMO model grid (see Eq. 3.103 in COSMO document) were added: 
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ZZ  constant model half level heights [m] 

sqrtG  vertical Jacobian of transformation (grid layer thicknesses) 

Jlam, Jphi  horizontal Jacobians of transformations: Jlam = (dz/dλ)ζ, Jphi = (dz/dφ)ζ 

Fixed 2D fields added: 

fcoriol   2D field of the Coriolis parameter in the rotated systems 

Note: The same 3D and 2D fields were also added for the nested domain (e.g. ZZ -> ZZn, pplev -> pplevn). 

Variables uupol, vvpol (wind components in polar stereographic coordinates) and tth, qvh (fields on original 

levels) removed. 

File gridcheck_cosmo.f 

The program gridcheck is used by FLEXPART to setup the horizontal and vertical grid and to initialize the 

orography, land sea mask, and standard deviation of orography fields. In the standard FLEXPART version 

this is done by reading the GRIB file of the first time step. For COSMO we are reading the constants file 

lfff00000000c instead which, consequently, needs to be present in the same directory as the COSMO fore-

cast or analysis fields. The variable Z (GRIB code 8, level type 109) is used to obtain and initialize the coeffi-

cients of the vertical grid (see includecom above). The orography and land sea mask are obtained from this 

file as well. Another difference is that GRIB codes are now taken from includepar instead of being hard-

coded. Finally, the ECMWF model domain extends from north to south, the COSMO domain from south (low 

latitudes) to north (higher latitudes). These limits are stored in the GRIB record header in isec2(4) and 

isec2(7). The assignment of these values to the variables yaux1 and yaux2 was interchanged. All changes to 

gridcheck_cosmo.f were also applied to gridcheck_cosmo_nest.f. 

File readwind_cosmo.f 

Similar changes as for gridcheck_cosmo.f also apply to readwind_cosmo.f. The structure of the program was 

changed quite strongly in order to avoid any if-statements within loops over the x-and y-dimensions. As a 

consequence, all loops are nicely vectorized with–O2 compiler optimization. At the end of the routine the 3D 

density field rho is computed. The fields ewss and nsss for east-west and north-south surface stresses were 

added to the common block globalr in includecom. The same changes apply to readwind_nests_cosmo.f. 

2.3 Further major code changes 

2.3.1 calcpar_cosmo.f 

This routine computes several model fields including friction velocity, inverse Monin Obukhov length L and 

tropopause. The computation of L was slightly adapted. The computation of the tropopause now makes use 

of the level altitudes ZZ. Temporary model fields such as uuhn are no longer needed and were removed. 

The same changes apply to the version for the nests. 

2.3.2 verttransform_cosmo.f 

This routine had to be rewritten from scratch since no interpolation from the external to the internal grid is 

necessary anymore. As before, the routine computes the vertical density gradients needed for the density 
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correction (see Eq. 15 in Stohl et al. 2005) as well as a clouds and rainout/washout field. Furthermore, the 

routine converts vertical winds into vertical winds relative to the sloping grid levels following Eq. 3.112 in the 

COSMO dynamics and numerics documentation. The same changes apply to the version for the nests. 

2.3.3 advance_cosmo.f 

This key routine of FLEXPART advances the turbulent trajectories of all particles following a zero-

acceleration scheme. For the COSMO version this routine had to be strongly modified and complemented 

with new routines. The new routines interpol_hparams.f and interpol_zparams.f facilitate the vertical and 

horizontal interpolation of model fields onto the particle positions. Instead of a single set of horizontal interpo-

lation parameters (ddx, ddy, p1, p2, etc.) interpol_hparams.f computes three separate sets for variables de-

fined on grid cell centres and on x- and y-interfaces. Similarly, interpol_zparams.f calculates two separate 

sets of interpolation parameters for variables on full levels and variables on half levels. Note that each parti-

cle has 2x8 = 16 neighbouring grid points, where factor 2 is for time interpolation. The routine zindex.f com-

putes the vertical position of a particle in z-index space. 

All interpolation routines (interpol_all, interpol_wind, interpol_wind_short, interpol_vdep, interpol_misslev, in-

terpol_rain) and their nest counterparts have been adapted to reflect the grid definition of COSMO. These 

routines make extensive use of the horizontal and vertical interpolation parameters computed by inter-

pol_hparams and interpol_zparams. 

Particle positions are represented by the variables xtra1, ytra1 and ztra1. In the standard FLEXPART version 

ztra1 is altitude above ground while xtra1 and ytra1 are coordinates in index space. In COSMO-FLEXPART, 

ztra1 is now also given in index space while two new variables have been introduced, the altitude above sea 

level zztra1 and the altitude of the orography interpolated to the particle position orotra1. The auxiliary vari-

able zagnd = zztra1-orotra1 represents the altitude above ground replacing ztra1 in the original code. 

Determination of the vertical level index has been changed completely. In the standard version the level in-

dex is searched for by looping over the heights until a height exceeding the height of the particle is reached. 

This is done quite inefficiently at many different places in the code leading to several identical loops over nz. 

In COSMO-FLEXPART, the level index is stored in ztra1 and updated continuously in routine zindex.f along 

with zztra1. 

The grid scale vertical wind w is corrected online for the sloping terrain by applying the metric terms Jlam 

and Jphi as described above to obtain a vertical wind relative to the topography. The grid slopes Jlam and 

Jphi are therefore interpolated to the particle position, too. Similarly, the grid layer thicknesses sqrtG are in-

terpolated horizontally to the particle position to convert w into index change zeta_dot. 

The time step for the next integration has been additionally limited to assure that particle transport does not 

exceed 50% of the current layer thickness. 

2.3.4 Simplification regarding cyclic boundaries and treatment of poles: 

Options for dealing with cyclic boundaries (required for global fields) and with domains including either the 

north or southpole have been removed in several routines, including includecom, advance.f, coordtrafo.f, re-

leaseparticles.f, init_domainfill.f, interpol_wind.f, interpol_all.f, interpol_misslev.f, readwind_cosmo.f, calcpv.f, 

interpol_wind_short.f, and boundcond_domainfill.f. 
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2.3.5 Transformation of coordinates of output grid and receptor/release locations 

The output grid is defined in the file OUTGRID read by FLEXPART at the beginning of a simulation by read-

outgrid.f. A new variable OUTTYPE has been added in includecom defining whether the output grid is in ro-

tated COSMO coordinates (OUTTYPE=1) or in geographical co-ordinates (OUTTYPE=0). If the output grid is 

in geographical coordinates, the particle positions need to be transformed to the non-rotated system before 

writing the output. OUTTYPE=1 should be preferred since no transformation is needed in this case and the 

output is therefore generated faster. A new 2D integer variable outinnest has been introducted to store the 

information which model grid nest each output grid column belongs to. This was necessary because the 

conversion of an altitude above ground of an output grid cell into a vertical level index now depends on the 

model grid nest (since they all have different topographies) which was not the case before with the fixed-

altitude-above-ground grid of FLEXPART. 

Possible receptor and release locations are specified in files RECEPTORS and RELEASES. The positions of 

the receptor and release points are provided in geographical co-ordinates but are converted to the rotated 

system upon reading by readreceptors.f and readreleases.f and readreleases_bin.f. In outgrid_init.f the out-

put grid coordinates are rotated to the COSMO system if OUTTYPE=0 for the computation of the average 

topography height of the output grid. In openouttraj.f the trajectory positions are converted to geographical 

co-ordinates before writing the output. For receptors, a vertical co-ordinate zreceptor was added in order to 

allow the specification of elevated receptor points. A new entry has been added accordingly to all receptor 

locations in the RECEPTORS file. For receptors at the surface, a value zreceptor=-1 needs to be specified. 

In this case, the topography is taken as the receptor altitude in readreceptors.f. 

2.3.6 Land cover, roughness length and deposition data 

In FLEXPART, landuse data is currently taken from the IGBP-DIS 1-Km Land-Cover Data Set DISCover data 

set at a resolution of 0.3°. To read this data set correctly into COSMO, the program assignland.f was modi-

fied to convert the rotated coordinates of each COSMO grid cell into geographical coordinates before assign-

ing a grid cell to a specific land use type of the DISCover data set. The parameter nrefine was set to 1 in-

stead of 10 because COSMO grid cells are sufficiently small in relation to the 0.3° DISCover grid. 

For the domain of Europe, alternatively the data set GLC2000 is available. To use this option, assignland.f 

and readlanduse.f have to be replaced by assignglc2000.f and readglc2000.f in the Makefile and FLEX-

PART.f has to be adapted accordingly. This is currently the default. The routine readglc2000.f reads in the 1 

km resolution GLC2000 data set for Europe. The routine assignland.f maps the 23 landsurface categories of 

GLC2000 onto the 13 Wesely dry deposition classes, and maps the land cover data onto the rotated 

COSMO grid. To speedup the FLEXPART computations it is recommended to run readglc2000 and as-

signglc2000 only once for a given COSMO grid and store the variables xlanduse and xlandusen into binary 

files. Instead of calling assignglc2000 in FLEXPART.f, the two variables could then be read directly from the 

binary files (not yet implemented, since grid-specific). 

2.3.7 Header file 

The programs writeheader.f and writeheader_nest.f were adapted to output the parameters p0lon and p0lat 

in the header files. These parameters are required to convert the rotated coordinates of the output back into 
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geographical coordinates (using rot2nrot.f or its IDL counterpart rot2nrot.pro available from the author). If the 

output grid is a normal non-rotated geographical grid, then p0lon and p0lat are set to 0 and 90, respectively. 

2.3.8 Coriolis parameter 

The Coriolis parameter gf ϕsin2Ω=  depends on the rotated (λ,φ) coordinates and on the geographical 

latitude of the rotated pole φg
N
  as follows (Eq. 3.68): 

)sinsincoscos(cos2
N

g

N

gf ϕϕλϕϕ +Ω=  

2.3.9 OHreaction_cosmo.f 

The determination of the z-level indz of a particle has been adapted. Instead of the 1D variable height now 

the 3D variable ZZ is used since height above ground is no longer used as reference. The index indz is used 

to calculate the corresponding OH concentration. Note: The routine is not yet functional. The best approach 

would probably be to rotate the original OH field onto the COSMO domain during initialization of the OH field 

and then keep OH constant (e.g. using the reference pressure pref as fixed vertical coordinate). 

2.3.10 boundcond_domainfill.f 

This program is used for domain filling trajectories in a limited domain. All references to nz have been re-

placed by nzhalf and all references to the 1D variable height be references to the 3D variable ZZ taking ac-

count of the correct x and y indices. No tests, however, were made so far to check if the implementation is 

correct. 
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